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Capturing a wealth of experience about the design of object-oriented software, four top-notch

designers present a catalog of simple and succinct solutions to commonly occurring design

problems. Previously undocumented, these 23 patterns allow designers to create more flexible,

elegant, and ultimately reusable designs without having to rediscover the design solutions

themselves. The authors begin by describing what patterns are and how they can help you design

object-oriented software. They then go on to systematically name, explain, evaluate, and catalog

recurring designs in object-oriented systems. With Design Patterns as your guide, you will learn how

these important patterns fit into the software development process, and how you can leverage them

to solve your own design problems most efficiently. Each pattern describes the circumstances in

which it is applicable, when it can be applied in view of other design constraints, and the

consequences and trade-offs of using the pattern within a larger design. All patterns are compiled

from real systems and are based on real-world examples. Each pattern also includes code that

demonstrates how it may be implemented in object-oriented programming languages like C++ or

Smalltalk.
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This book really changed my way of thinking about object-oriented design. The idea is that when

designing a new class hierarchy, though implementation details may differ, you often find yourself

using the same kinds of solutions over and over again. Rather than approaching each design task

out of context as an individual, isolated problem, the strategy is to study the task and identify the

underlying design pattern most likely to be applicable, and follow the class structure outlined by that

pattern. It's a "cookbook" school of design that works amazingly well.There are other advantages to

this book. It isolates 23 of the most common patterns and presents them in detail. You wouldn't

think that 23 patterns would be enough, but once you become adept at recognizing patterns, you'll

find that a large fraction of the patterns you use in practice are among these 23. For each pattern,

the book carefully presents the intent of the pattern, a motivating example, consequences of using

that pattern, implementation considerations and pitfalls, sample code (C++ or Smalltalk), known

uses of that pattern in real-world applications, and a list of related patterns.Upon first reading, you

will start to recognize these patterns in the frameworks you see. Upon second reading, you'll begin

to see how these patterns can help you in your own designs, and may also start to see new patterns

not listed in the book. Once you become familiar with the pattern concept, you will be able to

originate your own patterns, which will serve you well in the future. One of the most valuable

contributions of this book is that it is designed not merely to help you identify patterns, but to give

you a sense of which patterns are appropriate in which contexts.

... well, it's over. "Patterns" have not revolutionized the world. Nor does this book need to be

"studied" for deep insights.What it seems patterns are actually good for is giving common names to

popular solutions to problems, to make them easier to call to mind, and easier to discuss with

others. Even this much is overrated. Before the advent of patterns, you could have said "callbacks"

and people would have understood. Now you say "the Observer pattern"._Design Patterns_ is none

the less valuable, because it is one of those few books that EVERYONE is expected to have read.

This is helpful in practice, as you can expect everyone to be familiar with its vocabulary. Few books

truly fall into this "required reading" category. The only other that comes to mind is the MIT

algorithms text. Many tech pundits claim that every next book is "required reading", and the claim

becomes tiring after a while, but this is one of the few that really is.I would not necessarily purchase



it, though. The "pattern" schematic is verbose, and requires pages upon pages to describe

something that, once you have seen it in practice once or twice, you will recognize immediately.

Omitting the appendixes, the book is barely 350 pages, and presents only 23 patterns. Only a

handful of the patterns are truly famous: Singleton, Observer, Template Method ... perhaps a few

more. A number of them are poorly presented. Chain of Responsibility, for instance, is just one of

many ways to define an event framework and does not belong in a book that doesn't present the

alternatives. Mediator is another; there must be dozens of ways to create a Mediator, which most

people would call an "event registry" or something else, rather than a Mediator.
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